Graphical analysis of binding data reflecting competition between two ligands for the same acceptor sites.
A theoretical expression is derived for the analysis of results from competitive binding studies in which two multivalent ligands compete for acceptor sites, and a linear transform is suggested for simple graphical representation and assessment of experimental results. The protocol is illustrated by application to competitive binding data, obtained by ultrafiltration, on the interactions of bovine serum albumin with two structurally similar organic anions, methyl orange and methyl red. In a second experimental study the present approach is then used to establish that lactate dehydrogenase and aldolase compete for the same myofibrillar sites of bovine cardiac muscle. Finally, numerically simulated behavior of systems with additional binding sites for either ligand is used to emphasize that the criterion for classical (complete) competition is agreement between an experimentally determined equilibrium constant for ligand binding and the apparent value deduced from competitive binding studies. Nevertheless, the present analysis of competitive binding data should still offer considerable scope for screening quantitatively the cross-reactivities of drug and antigen analogs for their respective specific protein-acceptor sites.